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1 PREFACE 

During 1975, a Working Group comprising the official representatives named below has 

analyzed questions re lating to regional developmen t with the aid of telecommunications. 
The work was initiated in consultation with the National Swedish Board for Technical 

Development (the STU) and the Expert Board for Regional Development, Ministry of 
Labour, (the ERU). 

The resources for the work consisted of three parts. The Working Group has had numerous 
meetings, to attend which the members have sacrificed both working hours and their own 
spare time. Studies of reports, literature , etc., and preparation of the Group's own pro
ject material, have demanded time resources. In addition, a gran t of 50 000 Sw .c r. from 
the STU has made possible a great number of international con tacts . 

Instead of presenting in this Report direct proposals for regional telecommunications 
development , the Working Group has chosen to formulate the Report with the aim of 

establishing contact with possible interested parties. particularly on the local government 
side. It is the op inion of the Group that the regional needs should con trol the technical 
development and not the other way round . 

After further light has been shed on these needs on the basis of the present Report , it is 

the intention of the Group to revert with concrete proposals for development measures. 
The Group ex pec ts to be able to do this before the end of 1976 . 

The Working Group has had the following members: Katrin Hallman (the Secretariat for 

Future Studies). Laila Noord ( th e Swedish Association of Local Authorities), Tomas Ohlin 

(the National Swedish Board for Technical De\elopment), Berti! Thorngren (University of 
Umea) , and Ingemar Wahlstr(Jm (the Swedish Telecommunications Administration). 

Tomas Ohlin has sened as Coordinator for the study. 
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2 SUMMARY 

An analysis has bee n conducted of the possibilities of promoting desirable regional develop

ment through the consistent use of telecommunication aids. 

The analysis has been concentrated around the regional needs . Consequently, only limited 
studies of technical detail have been conducted, the reason being that technology in itself 

should not be allowe d to control regional developmen t. An objec t of this Report is to 
encourage local authorities, in particular , to specify their wishes in face of a possible more 

practical continuation of the project. 

Regional de ve lopment is considered here to be dependent on numerous components: 
employment. living conditions, transport , education, health service , other social services, 

social solidarity. cul ture and leisure activities, ex te rnal environment, etc. After having 
anal:r ;ed how these can be promoted by telecommunication aids, it has been found that 
the greatest effects can be achieved in respect of employment, possibility of exerting co
influence (participatory employment democracy) , education, social information and pos

sibly reduced transports . The telecommunication aids available today are highly flexible 

and efficient. From the sheerly technological angle then, technology does not restrict 
development. It has therefore merely been intimated which forms of telecommunication 

aids can enter the picture. This has been done intentionally without going into specific 

details. In this con tex t it has been considered technically satisfactory to stress two-way 

commun ication on the narrow band network , where computer aids are of special interest. 

Thi s accentuation has taken the cost aspects of th e development very much into account. 

In the Report. some different feasible development lines are presented. This is done in the 

form of examples, in which different systems are briefly elucidated. both technically and 

in respect of their consequences. 

This Report in vites local authorities to submit their views on possible priorities for regional 

needs. The invitation also embraces interest in possibly participating in further develop 

ment, th e existing resource situation , etc. 

After this Report has been ci rculated for consideration by the bodies concerned, it is in
tended to present final proposals for field trials in a suitable regional environment. It is 
proposed that these trials shou ld be financed entirely by public funds. Responsibility for 
conduct of the trials should rest as far as possible on the local authority concerned and 

thus be near practical reality. 
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3 START ING POINT 

Development in the field of telecommunications is currently proceeding at a very rapid 
pace. Numerous new possibilities are being revealed. Purely technically, it will be possible 
to prepare, store and almost immediately transmit documents. drawings , moving pictures 
and other descriptive data between separate places with ever-increasing speed. Time and 
money can be saved. But how is the planning to be done? And how are distortive and 
non-desirable effects to be avoided? 

A vital part of the concept of telecommunications concerns physical transports. This gives 
us reason to observe retrospectively, together with T. Hagerstrand ( 1973) that 

"a different kind of transport philosophy could have led from the beginning to 
the introduction of a technique that did not segregate and which presumably could 
have given higher total efficiency than the one we have now, particularly in urban 
districts. Mob iii ty, for instance, is a good means of combating unemployment. 
There would have been no need for us to get into the present-day situation if the 
transport system had been regarded right from the beginning as a system, and not 
merely as the sum of the choices of individual households through private purchases". 

Obviously. the new telecommunications techniques can be regarded as something more 
than merely a way of mechanizing and cheapening communica tion . Its consequences, 
for good and bad. spread throughout the entire organization of our society. 

Traditionally , in vestments in a new technique have been decided on the basis of the 
economic prerequisites of that technique, often in a fairly short and limited perspective. 
Expansion has taken place piece by piece at the rate in which there has been interest in 
paying for utilization. One problem in this context is that the physical frame investments, 
for instance in railways or cables for telecommunication traffic, are considerably more 
long-lived than the market conditions which governed their emergence. Frequently, those 
concerned simply cannot afford to choose again. The technical solutions have been succes
sively superimposed. thus amplif} ing each other and have finally restricted the space avail 
ab le for development. This leads to troublesome consequences, not only for joint planning, 
but also for individual households and compan ies. 

Te lecommunications belongs together only with one of these locked structures, but there 
are examples which show that this type of commun ication can constitute a "critical 
factor" in certain situations. In a country such as Sweden it can be difficult to trace the 
positive effects of the ordinary telephone - viewed internationally we are in the rather 
unique situation of having a telephone available to practically everybody. We only have 
to go , however , to other countries in Wes tern Europe to find examples in which whole 
urban districts or rural areas are practically excl uded from the possibility of participating 
in this form of telecommunications. for technical or economic reasons. Another example, 
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from the USA, is the often disregarded key role played by the telephone -along with 
the car - in the creation of new suburbs, occasionally with slums in the city centre as a 

result. The telephone and the car have affected each other in these respects. 

Hitherto, the use of telecommunications has amplified the tendencies towards centraliza
tion rather than contributed to regional spreading of employment. education, functions 
for distribution of information, etc. One reason is that telecommunication aids (telephones 
etc.) have been found by experience to be used in the first instance as a support and 
further development of already existing contact and communication patterns - in other 

words. established tracks are cut all the deeper. 

It is this effect of the telecommurication aids - strengthening of con tact and communica

tion methods of other kinds - that makes it interesting to put the question: 

Can we reverse the pattern, and get telecommunication aids to promote instead a 
desirable regional development, an improved regional balance? 

The Expert Board for Regional Development (the ERU) asked this question in its Report 
entitled "Communities in Regional Co-operation (SOU 1974:1)". The National Swedish 
Board for Technical Development (the STU) has paid attention to this problem. "Tele
communications and Regional Development" is also one of the subjects taken up by the 
OECD in order to test methods for technology assessment. Sweden is participating actively 

here. 

An intentional caution in the efforts towards technical development should not be re
garded as an expression of "animosity towards technology". New technology can scarcely 
be regarded as automatically equivalent to "profits" for regional development - even if 
it were "profitable" from a more narrow economic perspective. It is equally important 
to make allowance for the possibility of the reverse, i.e. that currently "unprofitable" 
technology can be socially important. The final result of a critical technology assessment 
can very well be to expedite the introduction of certain parts of a new technology, tech
nology which otherwise would have been delayed or eliminated by market considerations 

of a more short-term nature. 
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4 WORKING FORM AND AIMS 

Early in 1975, a working group was formed in consultation with the STU and the ERU 
in order to study the prerequisites for practical trials with telecommunications in regional 
development work. The Working Group is composed of representatives from the STU, 
the ERU , the Swedish Telecommunications Administration, the Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities , and the Secretariat for Future Studies. A host of contacts has been 
established in course of the work . 

Experience , much of it from other countries, shows that technology in itself is not the 
major problem , although such things as new cable systems are an expensive solution for 
areas with a less dense population structure. Already made investments in the existing 
telephone network can also be developed advantageously. The primary problem, however, 
is to obtain information as to which needs can be satisfied at reasonable cost with the aid 
of telecommunications , and how the priorities should be set between different possible 
services. 

This Report has been drawn up in order to establish contact with interested local authori
ties , county authorities, county councils and other affected bodies, in order to obtain 
their views on the priority between these needs. The Report includes a description of 
possible connections between telecommunications and regional development and on which 
types of services that possibly can be tested practically. 

In addition, the hope of the Working Group is that this Report will enable the Group to 
gain an initial idea of which local authorities are interested in participating in possible 
field trials. The Working Group has discussed in the first instance new utilization of tele
communications for a "primary centre" and its surroundings . It is essential in this context 
that improved telecommunications must not be an isolated step, but rather a support for 
other measures relating to regional politics, when it comes to changing the labour market 
as well as to increasing the facilities for social service, cultural activities, etc. 

Before the end of 1976 the Working Group plans to initiate more complete project plans. 
We therefore hope to receive views on the proposal presented in this Report at the earliest 
opportunity . 

The proposal report to be presented later in 1976 will include a discussion of effects justi
fied by considerations of political , behaviour-orientated effects, etc. How much informa
tion do we need in a modern society and how much are we capable of receiving? Can 
efficient telecommunicati ons help to make it possible for people with interesting jobs, who 
are now often forced to earn their livings in the big cities, to work in a region where they 
may rather prefer to live? Can telecommunications contribute towards improved working 
democracy? Can the collection and distribution of governmental social information be 
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made more efficient? Can (and should) telecommunications increase the possibilities for 
contacts between politicians - experts and politicians - electors? What control instru
ments may be needed in order to take advantage of telecommunications as an instrument 

in regional politics? 

These are examples of questions that can be raised. A goal is to improve and expand 
existing contact networks and to establish to some extent new contact networks, and not 
to replace currently existing direct contacts between people by contacts with the aid of 

more or less advanced technologies. 

If the Group reaches the conclusion that a practical field experiment can be carried out 
with the resources available, this will receive broad public participation and be followed 
by experts from different scientific areas , in order to arrive at a serious technology assess-

ment. 
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5 NEED OF AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

In this Report, a study is presented of if and if so how improved access to information 

can promote regional deve lopment. The discussion is intended to shed light on inter alia 
how information can be ex plicitly used as a control instrument in this con text. 

T o begin with, the Working Group has considered different regional and functional im
balances , which it has found reason to influence with or without telecommunications 

technol ogy. It has not been part of our briefing, however. to se t up any priorities betwee n 

these motives - for this we have lacked both enough knowledge and authority. 

Instead, we have chosen to study the demands and wishes already formulated, particularly 

in regional politics, by different groups of society. We have attempted to confine our

selves to those cases in which new tel ecommunicati ons techniques can be expected to give 

particularly valuable cont ributions towards satisfaction of these demands or in which tele
communications - as it stands today - can risk coming into conflict with established 
political goals. 

As already explained, this Report is concerned with a concentration on the provision of 

information with the aid of telecommunications techniques. A very brief description of 
the possibilities and limitations of this technology is given below in Section 10. The Group 

gives precedence. however, to the need pattern rather than to the actual transmission 

medium and form of treatment , which is why the technology itself is here intentionally 
dealt with secondarily. 

To structure this discussion around tel ecommunications and regional development has not 
been en tirely without problems. Should technical possibilities an d limitations be taken 

in to account in th e analysis right from the very beginning, or should th ese be applied on ly 
when th e information needs for regional development have been made clear? In this latter 

case - the situation for which the Group has the warmest feelings - we run the risk of 
overexpanding the information analysis. In the former case, the technology can come to 
take the upper hand in an excessively broad field. 

In the analysis, the Group has studied the following simplified sketch of the civic flow of 
information: 
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This implies ten specific relationsh ips: information betwee n state and state (i .e . within the 
state). between state and local authority - coun ty counc il , be tween state and individual , 

between state and group-company, etc. 

It can also be discussed the degree of dialogue be tween se nder and rece ive r that is appro

priate in these different contexts. We can d istinguish be twee n : 

unidirected access of information (one-way communication ) 

limited participation in the flow of information 

fully worthy dialogue (full two-way communication) 

I t is thus the mtention to raise immediately the quest ions relating to co-influen ce and 

division of responsibility. 

To permit subsequent discussion in more detail of differe nt aids fo r the communications 
fonm concerned, it is necessary for the information needs to be cl assified. Without this 
it is difficult. if not Impossible, to find out the exte n t to which , fo r instance, purely 
manual information service is satisfactory for certain local needs, and to what extent tele 
communication aids are necessary. A classification of this kind fo r in formation can be 

based on the following characteristics: 

- Access time (the time it takes to get the information conce rned) 

p-to-dateness (the time at which the information conce rned is valid) 

Wanted geographical location (the place where the in fo rm ati on is needed) 

Aggregate le\el [the amount of data required for th e in for mati on conce rned , 
e.g. 1 (high level): average income for women in th e enginee ring industry , 

2 (low level) : the telephone number to a speaking clock] 

Publicity /secrecy of the information concerned 

- Reliability. plausibi lity and uti li ty fo r the information conce rn ed 

Form of presentation (e.g. oral or written). 
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6 REGIONAL CONTENT AND BALANCE 

An introductory delimitation concerns the size and extent of the concept of "region" in 
the respect concerned . Does this concern a geographical area with perhaps several hundred 
thousands of inhabitants or an area with only a thousand or so? We have chosen to con
sider in the first instance so-called "primary localities". I.e. places which already have 

been given special regional priority by the Swedish Parliament. These are usually of fairly 
large size. The area size should thus be sufficient to allow effects on inter alia employment 
and physical communication, etc. to be noted. \\Ithout the natural character of a con

nected region being lost. 

The Group believes that practical measurements should be made if possible in reality, in 
explicit field trials . This is preferable to manual model studies or computer simulations. 
In consultation with interested local representatires. it is our wish to arrive at common 
wants with regard to practical trials using telecommunication aids in the service of regional 
development. By this means we can gain valuable experience in face of possible subsequent 
expansion on a larger scale. 

Although the aim is joint financing - with the aid of research councils and other public 
bodies the limited resources available will natural!} speak in favour of a limitation of 
the practical trials to, in the first instance, one individual regional area. Consequently, it 
would be appropriate to choose a region which has already been selected for regional 
political measures. 

In most of the arguments encountered by the Group m this context, it has been possible 
to notice a distinction between measures that are effective primarily within a region and 
measures which are effective primarily between regions. This difference is obvious if we 
discuss replacement of physical transport by telecommunications, e.g. through TV con
ferences between more or less remote places. On the other hand, local information 
centres, for instance, where access to social and other information can be promoted with 
telecommunication aids. are mainly active within one region. 

Practical trials of different kinds have provided \aluable experience concerning, in the 
first instance , inter-regional effects in recent times. It can now be said to be time to raise 
the level of ambitions and to tackle the inter-regional problems on a larger scale. In this 
context, telecommunications give particular!; interesting qualitative possibilities. 

The Group does not , howeve r, see an; state of variance between the inter-regional and 
intra-regional measures . On the contrary, the two types can supplement each o th er in a 
valuable way. By this means, both th e individual character of one region (and its integrity) 
and its dependence on its surroundings can be studied, both with a view to regional 
development. 
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7 OVERCOMMUNICATION? 

"Overcommunication" is a term which is often heard today . People say that they do not 
have time to use all information distributed via different media. People get answers to 
ques ti ons they have never asked instead of answers to the questions with which they are 
dealing at the moment. Certain technology can then be experienced as a method of dis
tributing superfluous and frequently irrelevant information . This is something against 
which we must make eve ry effort to defend ourselves. 

At the same time, we should not forget that the "abundance problem" is often limited to 
cer tain groups in our society. There are other groups who do not have access to informa
ti on of ei ther one kind or another - and with little or no opportunity to put their ques tions 
forward . The surplus is un evenly distributed - both socially and regionally . 

The fo ll owing examples serve to illustrate regional imbalance : 

Firms in S tockholm have more con tact with the world around them than with the rest 
of Sweden (14 % an d II % respectively) . 

Firms have far more international contacts than authorities (15 % and 3 % respectively). 
Man y firms have more than 50 % of their contacts with other countries . 

Inte r-contacts between, for instance, the Swedish cit ies Umea and Skelleftea comprise 
a mere fraction of the contacts each of these places maintains with Stockholm. Similar 
examples (Norrkoping/Linkoping) can be found elsewhere in Sweden. 

Examples of regional imbalance concerning communications can be regarded as an indi
ca tion of deeper imbalances and of unutilized resources. Many places simply do not get 
the resistance against unemployment that a bigger and more coordinated labour market 
gives the biggest regions. Regional political investments , for instance in industrial or uni
versity expansion . often do not achieve the effect they would be able to give to places 
closer at hand , etc. 

In a similar manner ,functional imbalances can lead to incomplete utilization of existing 
possible courses of action, or to direct faulty investments . 

14 

Local authorities and othe r planning bodies do not normally have access to such ex
tensive interna ti onal contact networks as those which have been built up by the com
panies and on which these often base their investments . The planning bodies then often 
have to work on the basis of second-hand information. 

Trade unions , and even more, individual ci tize ns , seldom have access to institutional 
resources for information and communication . 



It is obviously not realistic to "rebuild", with or without telecommunications techniques, 
considerable parts of such a well developed country as Sweden. Taking the rough with the 
smooth , we must start on the basis of fundamental investments already made in roads, 

railways , sewage systems, telephone systems, etc. 

In its work , the Group has taken for granted th e desirability of trying to identify unutilized 
resources , particularly such cases where telecommunications techniques, together with 
other measures , can be expected to unravel important bottlenecks. The Group has then also 
attempted to call attention to "snowball effects" which can arise through better co-action 
and coordination between places which , for instance from the standpoint of the labour 
market , are currently isolated or between civic functions which are incompletely informed 
about each other' s prerequisites. The Group has also discussed the possibilities of making 
different kinds of valuable information available for as large groups of citizens as possible. 

Such goals need not necessarily lead to "overcommunication". On the contrary, by re
distribution of the information work they can result in a smaller load . 

Nor should telecommunications - as we see it - be regarded as a means of "mechanizing" 
or taking th e place of direct personal conversations between people. Instead, telecommuni
cations should be regarded as an aid in providing relief from the time-consuming tasks of 
updating and seeking. "It should not be necessary to remember everything"; what is neces
sary is to increase the opportunities for getting answers to questions when they are really 
needed. 

Effects which , as we see it, are of great interest in continued discussions of expanded 
communications, include the following: 

What effect will this have on the basis for other forms of communication , e.g. letters , 

telegrams, etc.? 

What will the effect be on the balance between the public and private sector, between 
small and large organizations, between orga nizations and individuals? 

Can individuals , organizations or regions without access to more efficient communica
tion resources risk getting in a worse situation than before? 
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8 REGIOI\IAL COMPONENTS 

The development in a region depends on access to good production and living conditions. 
These, in turn, depend on the strength of numerous primary welfare components (cf. SOU 

1974:l,pp.l48and 153): 

employment 
living 
transport 
education 
health service 
other social services 
social communion 
culture and leisure activity 
external environment 
etc. 

It is only natural for priorities to be made between these components. Thus, for example, 
employment and living conditions can probably be regarded in many contexts as being of 
a more primary nature than social service and culture. What will be given precedence will 
naturally vary from case to case and from time to time (consider , for instance, the switch 
of priorities from house-building to the building of day nurseries during the 1960s and 
1970s). For each individual welfare component. consideration can be given to both fi.mda
mental access and to improvement above the fundamental level. 

Regional development is dependent upon the accumulative effect of measures for these 
components. The Working Group has considered the extent to which information via tele
communication can influence these components both directly and indirectly. 
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9 ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS 

Discussed below are several possible effects as a consequence of the introduction of suit
able telecommunications technology for the development of a selected region. The analysis 
is brief and considers in the first instance the welfare components listed in Section 8 above. 
We canno t stress too strongly that the analysis deals with assumptions rather than facts . 
A future field trial should be able to either verify or reject these assumptions . 

9.1 Empl oyment 

The employment effec ts affect all application areas and are therefore particularly interest
ing. 

Effec tive telecommunications can influence the structure of employment by increasing 
the possibilities of spreading jobs over a larger geographical area. Telecommunications can 
also help to c rea te a more differentiated labour market, which according to certain sources 
is regarded as a prerequis ite for a totally expanding labour market. As things stand today , 
"qualified" (in the sense of contact demanding and well paid) jobs tend to be concentrated 
to certain workplaces and regions , while other regions stagnate. According to an earlier 
ERU Report, more than half of the 250 000 jobs regarded as "contact intensive" are to be 
found in the three main ci ty counties in Sweden. This , in turn , amplifies continued con
centration of job opportunities. 

Telecommunications can also possibly contribute to coordinating and "densifying" regions 
which now have relatively isolated labour markets . Many places at fairly short distances 
from each o the r (e .g. Umea/Skelleftea, BorHinge / Falun and Norrkbping/ Linkbping) have 
a dissimilar but com plementary occupational structure . At the present time , as already 
men tioned , the con tacts between Umea and Skelleftea are a mere fraction of the contacts 
each of these places on its own has with Stockholm. 

Telecommunications can also influence the quality of employment. The job con tent can 
be improved th rough au tarna tion of routine tasks , computer control of dangerous or dir ty, 
noisy or stress-gi ing jobs can improve the working environment, etc. One should not, 
however, be blind to the fact that certain effects can be negative . 

It is possible that ce rtain working tasks will no longer be necessary . At the same time , 
certain less qualified jobs can become more routine in their nature than before. There are 
indications that telecommunications can free qualified employees from certain routine 
tasks , while people wi th less qualified jobs will get more routine tasks than they formerly 
had . Such effects on job satisfaction demand a thorough analysis. 

It is particularly in teres ting to study the extent to which telecommunications can give the 
empl oyees more participation an d infl uence in decision making, through spreading by teie-
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communication means information on such things as planning and economy in firms 
(authorities , organi;ations) in order to improve co-operati on between employees and em
ployers and between different local unions. Excessively closed telecommunication systems 
can, however, broaden the information gap between employees and employers unless every 
effort is made to directly counte ract this, through education and other measures. (In Nor
way, there is an agreement between the Norwegian counterpart to the TUC and the Em
pl oyers Confederation, which regulates the introduction of computer techniques at work
places.) 

It is also necessary to bear in mind that systems created for the need of working life can 
have both positive and negative effects on social life otherwise , e.g. for households or 
popular movements. There is a potential risk . for instance, that new telecommunication/ 
computer systems designed only in view of the needs of working life can reduce the basis 
for more conventional communications. such as letters, thus causing greater expense for 
households than they have today. This can be dealt with by different forms of equaliza
tion from those making the savings to those who possibly suffer from increased expense. 
Another solution , which in our opinion is a better one, implies that new technical systems 
should be designed right from the very beginning in view of "co-u tilization" between 
working life/households/associations. Some form of trial activity in the field at an early 
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stage is necessary in order for the development of new systems to be influenced in the 
intended manner in time. 

Telecommunications systems in themselves also have some direct influence on employ

ment. Apart from the temporary increase in employment which arises while the system 

is being built up, permanent positions are needed for, in particular, the development of 

the application-oriented services provided on the telecommunications networks and for 

operation and maintenance of these networks. These employment contributions, especially 

those concerned with application development, are of particular interest, not least because 

they concern new types of working tasks . 

9 .2 Living 

The possibilities for co-planning of the localization of residences and workplaces are cur

rently being discussed with increasing in tensity. Certain types of job functions can be 

moved closer to the dwelling environments with the aid of telecommunications. Local co

operation between official functions, companies, etc., for instance office hotels or the like 

connected to a telecommunications network, can contribute towards this. To some - but 

limited and part-time-oriented- extent, individual job functions can also be moved to the 

homes , e.g. counselling of different kinds, typing etc., tasks with results that can easily be 

communicated over the telecommunications network. 

9 .3 Transport 

Purposeful investment in communication can link weak local labour markets together with 

each other and with larger units, so that accumulated offering of job functions within 

a region is increased. In all probability, telecommunications can make a very worthwhile 
contribution in this respect, by also reducing the need for personal transports. One possi

bili ty is the concentrated tele-conference service, another is local electronic post (exchange 
of rapidly written out messages). 

Telecommunications can also function as a reserve system when other systems do not work 

(for instance, in the event of an air traffic strike or something similar). 

This type of telecommunications can never completely supersede physical transports. We 

all need direct human contact. but the number of sometimes unnecessary personal meet

ings can be decreased with the aid of efficient telecommunications. If. however, such 

development is allowed to proceed too far, there is a risk that the basis for collective 

transports will decrease. 

Another effect is that the replacement of physical transports by telecommunications can 

imply energy savings. By utilizing telecommunications to render goods transports more 

efficient, for instance , energy can be saved within this field also. 
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9.4 Education 

The problems of regional balance are very closely related to questions on occupational 
and educational labour markets. To the extent that telecommunications can contribute 
towards geographically highly dispersed and flexible educational systems. training faciliti es 
can be coordinated with labour market and living facilities in a regionally valuable way . 

Several investigations have elucidated the possibilities of spreading different types of edu
cation geographically with techni cal aids. Evaluations have also been made. Experience 
has been gained from the work done by the Swedish TRU on scattered education by th e 
use of television and radio. In so-called distance education. there can be some communica
tion between teacher and pupil via the telephone . Picture-transmitting equipment can also 
be used . In the opinion of the Group, however, major progress can be made in this field 
when a definite measure of tw o-way communica tion can be introduced. This is facilitated 
for technical reasons by the incorpora ti on of a computer system. Valuable knowledge in 
this field has been obtained in this country as a result of efforts made by the STU over 
several years. As yet, however, only limited empirical experiments have been carried out 

in Sweden. Further development in this field is recommended at present by both the 
National Swedish Board of Education and the Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish 
Universities. 
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Th e differen ce between conventional education. even including television education as 
hithe rt o. and two-way computer-assisted education, can be regarded as considerable. The 
following characte ristics of computer-assis ted education make this diffe rence obvious: 

the pupil is com ple tely free to choose his study pace and study opportunity 

the pupil can gene rate education examples himself 

educa tional tasks which are difficult or dangerous to illustrate in a natural manner can 

be managed even if ex tensive data searches or computation are needed for exemplifying 
and execu ti on 

th e system can - better than a teacher - be made to definitely forget the pupils's re

sults aften'-"ards 

international ex perience gained hitherto indicates that a high study motivation has been 
found. not least for impatient and otherwise difficultly motivated pupils . 

Obvious!}. negati1e effects may also be encountered . If the contact with the compu ter 
termin al is ex ten ded fo r excessively long periods of time, if the computer support is allowed 
to replace instead of to complete the work of the teachers, if a standardization of the pro
ducti on of teaching programmes is permitted, etc., the development can be retarded . And 
if th e teachers experience this form of education as a competitor which threatens their 
emplo} ment. the same effect may be reached. 
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Interesting advantages can be gained in that the edu cation can be brought out to working 

life. This is a matter of providing industrial workers , among o thers , with simple and effec
tive access to ed ucation . With telecommunications, this can be provided at the actual work
place. One or more persons can, for instance, gather around a simple terminal in th e work

shop in order to study for half an hour a day subjects such as rationalization of their jobs, 
planning in consultation with the trade union , etc. etc. 

Of particular interest are th e possibilities of utilizing telecommunication aids to bring 

occupational educa tion right out into the direct working environment. Activities in the 
home environment via the telephone network are also conceivable to some extent. 

It can be observed that the limits between edu cation an d spreading of social information 

are frequen tly not clearly defined . 

9 .5 Health service 

In the fields of health and medical services, several activities are in progress in order to 
utilize telecommunications partly to store and transmit information within hospital units 

and partly to transmit information between di fferent units. The latter is the most interest

ing in the present contex t in view of the demands on regional development. 

The STU and the Swedish Planning and Rati onalization Insti tute of the Health and Social 
Services have commissioned the Association of Futu re Studies to study the prospects of 
using telecommunications in the health and medical service sector. This study has been 

presen ted at the beginning of 1976 and deals with inter alia transmission of speech, writing 

and pictures (including X-rays) between medical ce ntres and regional hospitals. Both in

formation transmission via th e telephone network (narrow band) and two-day communi

cation with moving pictures (broad band) are discussed in th e study. Among the goals 

mentioned are a desire to reduce travelling time for the patients, to improve the quality 
of the medical and health services provided in th e regions, thus giving increased security, 
and the possibilities of giving further education to all personnel. 

In the USA, several trials have been carried out with cable television and picturephone in 

order to enable small hospital units to utilize the knowledge of experts at central hospitals. 

In Sweden, ex perimentation is proceeding on transmission of electrocardiograms via the 
telephone network both between different hospital units and direc tly between patients 
and hospitals for heart cases with a pacemaker. The Federation of Swedish County Councils 

is producing several trainin g programmes for internal television , but as yet there is no broad 
hand link-up between different medical es tablishments . In co-operation with the Federation 
of th e Swedish County Counci ls and the Office of the Chancellor of the Swedish Universi

ties , the TRU has produced video programmes for hospital information . 
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The use of telecommunications in the health and medical care sector can be divided up into : 

a) making hospital work more efficient (clinical processing, hospital administration, e.g. 

information storage, transmission of X-ray pictures from a data base to an operating 

th eatre . etc.) 

b) decentralization of medical services (e.g . transmission of electrocardiograms on the 

telephone net\\ ork, picture transmission to specialists, etc.) 

c) training of nursing staff 

d) medical and nursing information (e.g. the type of telephone service currently available 

at the Poison Informa tion Centre at the Royal Caroline Hospital) 

e) preventi ve health and medical care (e.g. information on exercise, dieting habits, etc.) 

This field obviously embraces numerous interesting applications, the regional effects of 

which , however. vary. 

9.6 Other social service 

An ever-increasing amount of civic information currently concerns all citizens both as re

ceivers and as senders. It is becoming increasingly difficult for the individual citizen to 
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keep herself informed about even the main features of a rapidly expanding social service 

and about the division of roles between differen t social bodies. Considerable difficulties 

are frequently noticeable when an individual is trying to obtain adequate civic information. 
Society, however , insists upon the citizens being familiar with many rules of society (laws , 

traffic regulations, taxation, etc.). In addition, it is also desirable, from the standpoint of 
the society, to cover and reach a very broad field with information on social benefits , 
particularly to groups with weak resources. 

There is a seeming paradox between the enormous offering of different types of informa
tion and the desire to have the right information at the right time. 

An interaction can be seen between the desire of society to reach out and the desire of the 

citizens to get answers to social questions , etc. A two-way approach is natural here. Ex

perience gained hitherto has indicated difficulties in reaching out with social information , 

e.g. consumer information , to those who can be regarded as being primarily interested, one 

reason being that these are difficult to reach through existing channels. The suitable approach 

for coping with these difficulties is currently being studied by the National Board for Civic 
Information (the NSI). The Working Group believes that NSI's activities can also have re

gionally promoting effects, and is therefore in contact with the NSI in these respects. 

An increasing exchange of information between society. and individuals can pave the way 

for a wider democracy. Telecommunications can contribute towards this partly by facili

tating an interchange of information between politicians, expe rts and citizens, and partly 
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--
by enabling more groups to participate in civic planning when they get more effec tive access 

to th e background material on which the proposals presented by experts and politicians 

are based. This will enable them to present their own views and proposals at an earlier stage 
in the planning process. 

Among t} pes of social information discussed by the Working Group are dwelling informa

tion. labour market information, consumer information, etc ., for instance made available 
through librari es and so on. 

9.7 Social communion 

Telecommunicati ons can make it easier for people to maintain contact with one another, 
even if th e physical distances are large. Moreover , personal satisfaction can be stimulated 

in seve ral wa} s b:r access to adequate information concerning possible working, dwelling 
and edu cati onal conditions , etc. 

Of particular in terest are th e possibilities for employees to exert influence on their work
places. As al ready mentioned, ampli fying effects can probably be noticed here in connec
tion with th e introduc tion of telecommunications in formation channels. 
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At the same time, there are certain risks which should be observed. Telecommunications 
can be used so that direct human contacts decrease in numbers. In addition, fragmentation 
may occur between groups who can handle the technology and groups who cannot. This 
places both demands and responsibility on those who design the technical applications. 

New media for, among other things , social communion carry in their train new risks for 
mis-use. This circumstance, which is of importance to all kinds of technology, must be 
particularly observed in connection with systems for treatmen t of something as general as 
information. For example, it is a fact that the person responsible for the selection of in
formation exerts considerable influence on the receiver. 

9.8 Culture and leisure acti vity 

Increased access to information concerning cul tural events of various kinds can possibly 
also be regarded as social service. Recreation facilities can also in all probability be sore
garded. Creative participation in culture can probably take place via telecommunications 
networks only with a wider technology . 

In certain foreign CATV-systems it has successfully been tried so called public channels, 
where ordinary people can have their say, with usually technically rather modest but never
theless very interesting programmes. The TRU tried a similar idea in the cable TV trials 
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held in Kiruna in 1974. There, a considerable measure of local character was given to the 
programme production, and the studio building, the "cable villa", proved to be attrac tive 

to many individuals and social groups. 

9 .9 External environment 

As a consequence of several of the above-mentioned e ffects , a positive influence on the 
en\ ironment can also be noted. Telecommunications instead of transport can contribute 

to limitations of external pollution . 

At the present time. no direc tly negative effects of telecommunications on the ex te rnal 

environment are known to the Working Group. 
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10 PREREQUISITES 

10.1 Development work and new services 

The building up of tel ecommunications systems should be coordinated in good tim e with 
other regional political measures. Telecommunications systems can , in the same way as for 

instance roads, schools and shops , be an obvious factor to be conside red in regional planning. 
Particular attention should - as mention ed - be devoted to cases in which telecommunica
tions can be expected to be a critical link in th e deve lopment process, i.e. where even minor 
modifications in technology and economy can exert great influence on the result of other 

measures . 

Apart from the fact that the economic , social and organiLational effects of th e tel ecom 

munica ti ons systems need to be studied before a major expansion can take place, the pros
pec ts of develop ing the telecommunications services must be conside red at an early stage. 

For instance, a new input of certain key categories can be a bottleneck which must be 

overcome in order to create a basis for the establishment of new types of qualified industry . 

A limited example: experience from the regional computer centres (e.g. UMDAC in Umea) 
indicates that system programmers, among others, can play a vital role in the further de

velopment of knowledge and new types of education /jobs. If an adequate number of system 

programmers should no longer be needed , th en th e possibili ty of training certain research 

students, who in turn can train other students for the regular needs of the labour marke t, 

deteriorate. In Umea, it is considered that the close con tac t be tween UMDAC-university

planning bodies-companies is considered to be of great importance for the long-term develop

ment of th e labour marke t in Northern Sweden. 

In addition to building up competence within this sphere, administrative and legal aspects 

on new forms of telecommunications need to be studied. 

10.2 Telecommunication techno logy - present situation and development prospects 

(This section is particularly briefly summarized .) 

Throughout the entire period during which our socie ty has been built up , telecommunica
tions - the transport of information by electrical means - has been developed towards an 
increasingly sophisticated and deversified part of the infrastructure of our country, and the 
Swedish society is now highly dependent upon properly functioning telecommunications. 
In historical sequence , the telegraph, the television and computer communications have 
been added to the supply of generally available and utilized branches of telecommunications 

technology . Among these, radi o and television , along with the te lephone, are nowadays 
available in practically every Swedish pe rmanent residence. A fundamental difference be

tween these services is that the radio and television services are unidirec ted by nature , 
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whereas the telephone is duo-directed, whereby two-way communication becomes possible. 
From eve!) telephone conn ec ted to the public telephone ne twork , every other telephone 
in the' orld' s telephone ne twork (close on 400 million tel ephones) can, in principle , be 
reached with au tom a tic o r manual connection. A constantly increasing proportion of the 
connection processes take place automatically: all telephony in Sweden, for instance, has 
been fully automated since 1972 . 

An oth er development process of interest in this context is taking place in electronics. A 
constant endeavour in compute ri zation to be able to store and process increasing vol umes 
of data wi thin increasingly small computers has interacted , via large-scale production, with 
a trend that rapid!) cuts cos ts . An implication has been that the terminals in a communica
tion system can successive ly be provided at reasonable cost with their own memories and 
own logic circuits. thus paving the way for new and interesting communications applicati ons. 

The telephone net\~ork - a so-called narrow band network - which is now connected to 
practically every place where people stay in order to work or during their leisure time, is 
built up for transmission of human speech - telephony . lts information capacity also 
suffices for written messages, for transmitted data up to certain speed limits, and for t rans
mission of documents and slides. With present-day technique, however, moving pictures can
not be transmitted via the telephone network except over very short distances - up to a 
few hundred yards . In order to transmit moving pictures, special cables (so-called broad band 
networks) of the t) pe used in central aerials and elsewhere are necessary at this time. 
Technol ogy, hm ever. is making rapid strides in this field too.) 

A further development of the central aerial is to be found in cable TV, which is used to a 
relatively large extent in several countries (including the USA and Canada). Cable TV is 
basically comparable with normal wireless television , the difference being that the informa
tion is transported via a system of cables. The systems in use today are unidirectional, as 
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is wireless television: the difference is that it is technically possible to transmit a consider
ably great number of independent television channe ls in the cable than "in the air". In the 
cable system , we also know directly which households are connected to the system. 

Cable TV is a local medium by nature: it is technically fully possible to interconnect a 
number of such networks to provide increasing geographical coverage, but this is not 
normally done in practice. A great deal has been said about the possibilities of developing 
the cable TV technology to allow a two-way communication and to enable provision of 
a connected broad band network. which. among other things. would make possible a general 
picturephone. The costs involved. however. would be high and the technical problems have 
not yet been entirely mastered. 

Certain cost estimates can be found in the Report published by the Swedish T t'lecommuni
cations Administration on Expansion of Cable Tele\ision in Sweden (dated Ft'bruary 1975). 
The in vestment cost for an all-embracing expansion of a cabk TV network with two-way 
communication in a large Swedish city is roughly 1 -+00 S\\ .cr. per household c:-.;cluding 
the terminal; the corresponding cost for a sparscl} populatt'd area is about 10 000 Sw.cr. 
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In densely populated areas, the cost is reported to be between 3 300 and 4 600 Sw.cr. 
With the aid of suitable terminals, a system of this kind would allow two-way communi
cation bct1,een th e individual subscriber and the main centre of the sys tem (no real con
nection equipmen t for communication between terminals is included in these calculations). 
Additional costs arc for computers, terminals, software, etc., and these would be high . 

To sum up. th en. it can be said that: 

th e telephone network is generally available "everywhere" 

the cost tor logical intelligence and memory capacity (hardware) is rapidly decreasing 

tel evision sets as presentation screens are available in practically every Swedish home 
[with relati1el:-- si mple attachments. these can be used as terminals for presentation of 
alphanumerical information (with letters and digits), slides , etc., transmitted via the 
public telephone netv,ork] 

Techm all:--. a narrow band network which could be used for a possible pilot test would 
compnse data bases. terminals, computers for communications control, etc., telecommuni
cations connecuons and software. A narrow band system is far less expensive than if broad 
band technology 11 ere to be applied. 

In th e abme . ..:orlSld era tion has primarily been given to the case of communication from 
man to computer and back. Obviously , applications involving communication from man 
to man (or a group of people to a group of people) are also interesting. The building 
stones will then be th e same, but without telecommunication links and information stor
ing computers. Combinations of the different cases are also conceivable. 
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11 ACCUMULATIVE REGIONAL EFFECT 

From the analysis in Section 9 it is desirabl e to be able to extract those activities which 
have th e most obvious region<JI effect. This should be done with a view to actual technical 
and economic limitations. In particular, th e restricted resource availability favours the use 
of telecommunications technology requiring a minimum of resources. 

Before we can decide how a regional trial activity should be carried out, there are two 
questi ons which must be answered, vi1.: 

I. What sen ices and activities should be given priorit~ on the basis of regional develop
ment effec t? 

2. Wh at technical or economic restrictions are imposed? 

The Working Group has here discussed different proposals. We have found it desirable to 
give priorit) to: 

measures which promote a positive regional employment development, and develop
ment of co-influence processes on both the social and the company level 

measures which enable educational and social information to be transmitted broadly 
out v.ithin the region, with particular attention to groups weak in resources (informa
tion poverty) 

- measures which limit less well justified transports 

In order to be able to specify more closely the needed telecommunications equ ipment , 
including affected computer auxiliary systems. the desired technical performance must 
also be studied. In this context, we can discuss such properties as characterize the value of 
information as were dealt with at the end of Secti on 5 above. i.e. access times, up-to-date
ness , geographical preseptation locations, etc. 

With regard to Question 2, after certain technical deliberations the Group has reached the 
conclusion that broad band telecommunications should not be considered in the first place. 
Even when used to a limited extent. such communica tion- still mostly cab le -tied - is 
extremely expensive, far too expensive also to allow reasonable studies in this context to 
take place within the time available. 

We have also chosen to stress that two-ll'ay communication shoul d be considered when it 
is at all possible. We have also assumed that the information system should include memory 
functions to store the quantities of facts which may be needed and to enable the informa
tion to be buffered. i.e. to be reached at different points of time. 

These technical assumptions are. as indicated above, directly justifiable in terms of need in 
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re5pe· o i· ;he priori ties listed above to only a limited extent. Instead, they comprise re
- n.;t;on· \hi ·h. in the Group's opinion , should be considered in the light of experience 
and re5o r ·e·. 

The mv 1\C'S ior the ac ti vities proposed below are mainly regionally social. It is a question 
or m ·mg regional investments , which only in a later stage of devclopmen t can give a re
turn . This \ill then no rmally be in entirely different currencies. 
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12 DISCUSSION OF PROPOSALS 

A number of different forms can be given to telecommu ni ca tions systems intended to pro
mote a regional deve lopment. The Working Group ne,ertheless wishes to stress that in the 

first instance the desires of the local authorities should go, ern th e more precise nature of 
the system. At this juncture. we have therefore chosen. not to formulate any prec ise state
ments conce rning th e technology that may be used. Instead. we have prefe rred to exemp
lify Jifferent forms and ambition levels by means of a f<: w short and descriptive environ-

men tal sketches. 

These sketches have purposely bee n given a simple character. Th t: limited space available 
has necessitated simplifications and perhaps exaggt:rations as well. They can serve as kick
off points for considering how telecommunication S) Stl'mS of ont: kind or another could 

be tested for the regional needs. 
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Also included be low are things which we for different reasons considered to be less suitable 

for a practical pilot project. This is intentional. It is part of the nature of technology assess

ment not to allow the technology itself to take the upper hand and to restrict subsequent 

fre edom of a ti on. and to pay particular attention to analysis of needs and consequences. 

Th e ske t ' hes below then hopefully can give impulses for ideas in the reader' s reality. 
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Example 1 

It could be like this: 

.\I L'LTL a multi-activity company, has production facilities at many different places in the 
ountl). Extensive product changes are now being planned between the different produc

tion units an d with a few other companies in the trade , since this is reported by the Manage
ment to "improve the market prospects and safeguard employment for all concerned in the 
long-term view". An application has also been submitted for a government grant to "create 
more JObs in the forest counties". 

T he \l anagemen t Group has proceeded with great thoroughness . Meetings have been held 
da) after da). trips have been made abroad to "study the latest technology" , and experts 
and onsultants have been employed. All the findings are now available in a well-document 
ed report. 

The Join t Industrial Councils at the places concerned have naturally been kept informed, 
but this has been just one of numerous plans to be borne in mind. The Management now 
needs a qui ck answer from all concerned . "Are you with us?" 

The local trade unions , which previously have only had sporadic contacts with each other, 
must no" make a decision. Who stands to gain, who stands to lose? Is it really true that 

X tcchnolog~ IS declining internationally? The union members arc becoming increasingly 
an\Jous. and the loc alunwns ask for a respite in order to have time to contact central in· 
\CStigatof\ resources. to familiari1e themselves with the technology. the market conditions 
111 the de, clopment country "FORGE AHEAD", with what the reaction is at the other 
\\or ·place s 

Th e \l anagement Group thought it had some lead on account of its good and well docu
mented knu\\lcdge of th e demands of the surrounding world for action . But did this really 
g1'e th em an~ ad,antage in the negotiations? The local unions are doubtful, the process 
is tendmg to take time. the almost certain locali1ation grant is becoming less certain. The 
"golae n oppo rtunity" disappears. 

Ma n~ deep s1ghs arc drawn about overcommunication, exaggerated democ racy , meeting 

SICkness (or undcrcom munication). 

Or It could be like th1s : 

At an earh stage. the \1 anage men t had a feeling , based on its years of experience and its 

well·de,el oped fmgcr tips. that something was in the offing in the fundamental technology . 
The :\l anagement Group quickly became aware of its responsibility and also realized that 
such e'.tenSI\c changes were about to take place that the old approach of "It is now a 

matter of getting the men to go along with our idea" would not suffice here. Because of 



tim. the Manage ment did two things which in point of fact can appea r as fairly modest. 
An aud1o confere nce room was set up at each subsidia ry, and in widely spread information 
!caOcts 1t was ex plained th at the audio conference room was open to all and sundry. Not 
in the sense that each and every person was welcome to come and talk about anything at 
all. but not Ill the sense ei ther that each and everyone had to display a licence that an 
apprmed lllCeling was being held in order to gam admittance. What they did , quite simply. 
was to arrange half-day tra1ning for all employees on how to use the room and the technol
ogy Of the four hours, most of the time was used for practical exe rcises. Training was 
gl\cn 111 how to convene and conduct remote meetings. It was found that not one single 
person 1n MCLTI had reali;ed that it is so simple to arrange a meeting of this kind and that 
It can be so worthwhil e. And in combination with the Managemen t's generous interpreta
tion of the law on trade union positions of trust. the remote meeting quickly became a 
success. The local unions at the different places began to speak to one another increasingly 
often: they had had every ambition to do this before as well. but as a rul e contacts had 
tak,·n place during a tea break, at a congress or at courses. After all, there was neve r anyone 
l~lllllntcrfercd with who one talked to or indeed what one did or said at all when in th e 
conference room. 

An aud1o conference is a further development of the telephone, enabling seve ral people to 
talk to several others. In one of numerous conceivable forms, the participants sit in a seml
urclc at a round table, where the other semicircle sits at a sim ilar table in a different place. 
The scats of the remote participants arc marked '>.ith name tabs and lamps which light up 
when the person concerned is talking. An audio conference can also be regarded as a further 
de1elopment of th e loudspeaker telephone . 

The MULTI Managemen t also arranged training courses for members of tne Management, 
for employees and for expe rt s in the Company. The participants were given a fairly rough 
t1me. w1th sensitiVIty trammg play1ng a dominant role. but the major stress was on group 
dynam1cs in Its w1der se nse. To go through tillS tra1n1ng proved to be a rather interesting 
expe ncnce many of those involved were affected Ill a manner previously inconceivable. 
The fact that some peopl e had diffi culty 111 find1ng their ow n role in the Company as clear
ly as an exerc ise of tills k111d intends was probabl~ pos1t1ve too. Seen in a more long-term 
perspect11e. It may be said that practically everyone benefited. The intention behind the 
whole th1ng was pJrtly to crea te grou nd fur ML LTI -INFO. After this. MULTI-INFO 
occupied a central place 111 everybody's awareness. It was qu1ckly realited that th e system 
ga'e a great deal for em pl oyees at Jillevels if one contri buted openly and honestly oneself. 
After a couple of fa 1rl y severe argum ents between the Manageme nt and th e employees con· 
ccrn1ng th e plaus1bil1ty of cer tain pronouncements. people quickly learned to interpret 
INFO 111 the nght wJy and reali;cd that there was a new openness in all contributors to 
make an effort and really try to present formulations which corresponded in the bes t way 
to reality. To put 1t bnen). thq learnt to distinguish between "It is rumoured that", I 
tlunk that". "The t1me IS ngllt for'' and " I am fu ll y convin ced that". The INFO terminals 
became w1del) utiii!Cd. especially when It became generally known that the unintelligible 
language pre11ousl) used b) the ~anagemcnt had completely disappeared , this too as a 
conscious result of the 1\:FO course. And after a new rule had been laid down. prescribing 
that a report of ten l111es should be submitted on all foreign journeys, people began to 
real11e that th1ngs '-'Cre actual!) hJppen1ng 111 o th er countries. 
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1\ FO IS aS) stem of terminals, telephone lines and a data base controlled by a small com
pu e r The te rminals are used to feed information to and to obtain information from the 
dJtJ base. These terminals are available to everybody and arc very easy to operate. so that 
an) bod_. \>l th a minimum of training, can pick out an item of information at any time . 
And there IS no difference in the possibilities for the Gotland subsidiary and the Stockholm 
Oili ·c. E\ef) bod) has the same chance. It was, in fact. the question of confidence that 
madt' 1:\FO so mtercs ting. In accordance with the Joint Industrial Councils Act of the 
19-lOs. C\Cf) thtng related to information and JOint consultation had been so enonnously 
lc,.il], u.:d up that the personnel had always felt themselves to be rather on the outside. 
\ o' thmgs \> erc completely different - even confidential information could be obtained 
1n 1\ FO. E\e f) bod y experienced that there gradually emerged , at the right pace , a number 
ui .ilkmbra ·tng and generally accepted truths, which created an understanding for the 
ne,<?SSJT) chan ges. 

Example 2 

It ould be like th is: 

The BA:\T.-\\1 OrganiLation has completed a far-reaching reorganization into divisions. the 
llldl\ 1dual region al uffices being given "independent goals and a<:~ ion space of their own". 
The Head Office has been cut down to a focal point around a "Long Range Planning and 
Scannmg Tas k- fo rce .. . 



Very soon. however. the Head Office finds itself suffering from some "overcommunicatiun" 
in the vertical direction. The "independen t" units are constantly in vertical touch. and 
more and more business trips are taken in order to " check the general position". There is 
no tunc mer for any long-term work . Finally. a cent ral "regional policy unit" is established 
to deal wtth the growing need of help. The Divisions take great pains to avoid this return 
allcv and quiCkly set up their own "headquarter policy units" manned by top forces , who 
wtth th e support of computers can enter into discussions with their counterparts at the 
Head Offic e. (With time and ability for sufficient interaction. Anyway , there is so much 
else on 111 Stock holm , when one has to pass through anyway ... ) 

More and more long-term trained employees arc taken on. both at the Regional Offices 
and at th e Head Office , mostly at the Head Office which has regained its former size. Air 
and data com munication routes between the Head Office and the Regional Head Offices 
(as th e) have now come to be called) are constantly growing. Everyone complains about 
tiring journeys and ununderstandable computer messages , but. 

Example 3 

It could be like this: 

X-son , a large company, has production units at dtfferent places in Sweden. They manu
facture components for products whose "recipes" are based on central research , develop
ment and marketing. Only when new products have begun to "settle" are they passed on 
to the different component factories. "The local labour market is too small and sluggish; 
we can't cope with all the change risks that the new technology implies with such a small 
operating area. Moreover, we haven't got time to spend a whole day in order to check for 
five minutes with the research people if we haven't got them here at the Head Office". 

The local trade unions have started to make a noise and have pointed out that although 
their working environment has become cleaner and quieter in the newly-erected factory , 
many calculating jobs and other tasks formerl y coped with "on the spot" are now 
handled via a terminal by the central computer at the Head Office. The office staff, mostly 
women, and young people "·ith excellent reports from the local red brick universities, cannot 
get local jobs. 

"Arc industrial jobs going the same \lay ao; agricultural jobs". pcupk arc beginning to \\·onucr. 

Or it could be like this : 

BANTAM and X-son had similar views about the de\elopment trend. For BANTAM, it 
soon became clear that it was essential in the short-term view to expend some resources on 
development of the regional subsidiaries in order to obtain the wanted long-tem1 dfects . 
They were wise enough to realiLe what is demanded of a progressive company, and it was 
in fact their foresightedness that had gi\en th e companies their position. The Management 
and umon leaders took tunc fo r a week-lung seminar, where they received help from th e 
foremost tntcrnatJOnal consultants available in order to define the problems and indicate 
solutions . On th e vef) first day. they arnved at th e conclusion that the matter of achieving 
better balance between the Head Office and the regions was. just like everything else, a 
mat tc r of dncc t10n of will on the part of everybody working in the Company , regardless 
of functton and le\ cl. The consultants then explained how a three-dimensional communi
cation patt e rn needs to be understood, mapped out and influenced in order to achieve the 
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w~nt e d results. Those attending the seminar began to realiLe that they had been staring 
thetr eyes out ~t communication between the Head Office and the subsidiaries, whereas in 
pomt of fa ct the re~l solution cannot be reached until the flow is considered in total in all 
three dtmensions. 1.e . within each region . between regions outside the Head Office and be
twee n each reg10n ~nd the Head Office. The consultants pointed out that strengthening of 
th e first two of these dimensions was ~t least as important as the traditional. To begin with, 
some doubts were entertained: it was pointed out that the Regional Managers were active 
Rot~n~n s and th~t they had good relationships within the region; all the local authorities 
were good to deal with . But when a consultant started to show how these relations could 
be furth er developed . everyone became convinced. And no-one had even thought of the 
fac t that th e sub stdiaries in Malmo and Skelleftea could need direct communication out
sid e th e Head Offi ce. And after the last day (and night) which was devoted to group 
exercises on the big computer system which could be used both to support discussion and 
to coll ec t both ce ntr~l and local current information from the Company and civic bodies. 
The) found 1 t dtffi cul t to call a halt and to realize that one really has to go to bed some
lim e. The posstbtltti es now opened up were enormously exciting, everybody realized that 
It '.'.aS un t 1~ rsall y agreed that this week would give its reward. They all had a feeling that 
th e) '.'. ere on the right tr~ck, ~nd that it was now time to put one's shoulder to the plough. 

A (com pute r-controll ed) conference system makes it possible to carry on discussion between 
sc1eral partt es r~ gardl ess of both time and place. Access to the system is gained via a simple 
computer terminal of recording type. The information in the direction from the system to 
th ~ tnd11 tdual conference participant consists of a write-out of contributions to discussions 
hel d s tn c~ the last write-out was called for (who has said what since last time). The informa
ti on 111 th e direc tt on from the participant to the system consists of the contribution to the 
dtsc usswn th at participant wants to make (what do I want to say after I have heard what 
o th er peopl ~ ha1 e satd). The system also enables selective messages to be sent, which can 
be read unl) b) the people one wants to reach: the others will not even know that a private 
me ssage has been sent (wh~t I want to whisper to my neighbour or who I want to get to
getlt er '.'.tth for a quick consultation in the corridor or during the coffee break). Geographi
cally . the S) ste m need have no limitations , and requires only computer terminals connected 
to normal telephone lin es and central computing power. The updating for each individual 
discusswn ts taken care of au tom~tic~lly while the discussion is being held through the 
actium of tl1e parti c ip~nts. - The same terminals can also be used fur other purposes, for 
instance to ge t other information contained in central or local systems. A local system can 
cumbtne 111 the same local computer local information both within the company locally a 
and to and from loc al civic bodies. In principle, the terminals can be used to update, add 

or delete tnformation in the system. All terminals do not necessarily have to. be usable for 
all of these fun ctt ons . Things can very well be arranged, for instance, so that certain ter
minals can be used only to read out information and not to change the information content 
in the system in any way. 

Example 4 

The A-regton UTOPIA IDYLL was really thriving since it had gained access to the LOCAL 
COMPUTER wnh interaction facilities for picture processing. 

Until then . there had 111 fact been quite a lot of quarrelling. A-town had its central hospital, 
B-town the universit) . C. town some relocalized governmental department and D-town had 



long had a "good industrial environment" which. howeve r, gradually needed more and 
more support in order to maintain it s employ men t le ve l. There had not been much in the 
wav of contact between the different town s: C ·town had to be on a good footing with the 
Nali onal Board of Health and Welfare, B·town with the Office of the Chancellor of the 
Swedish Universities. and so on. Every now and then, of course , they ran into one another 
at th e Stoc kh olm airport. 

With th e LOCAL COMPUTER, drawings and documents could be quickly transmitted , 
access cou ld be gained to the data base jointly established, tele conferences could be ar· 
ranged. prototypes could be shown on picturephone and. most important of all: the local 
data enabled the regional towns to reach out jointly in the international field so that they 
were sometimes eve n better informed th an Stockholm "about the situation" in their parti· 
cular areas. It sometimes happened that people carne from Stockholm in order to " brief 
th emsehes". The region was no longer so dependent on Stoc kholm , a quick check with 
other regwns often gave more. In Stoc kh olm , people we re relieved (at any rate to begin 
with); th e) no longe r had to rece ive all th ese delegations and group visits and could devote 
their time to thinking aJ1 ead on proj ects which hopefully might gain anchorage out in the 
country. 

Local trave ll ing had not dec reased and, in fact, it was rather the opposite. The growing co· 
operation had to be continuously supp orted by talks and meetings, and obviously the si tua· 
tion had to be checked on. UtiliLation of the LOCAL COMPUTER was not completely 
common either. The trade unions had , true enough, reached an agree ment with th e firm s 
and th e loc al authori ties to produce certain joint broad environment data, but they also 
wanted to have thelf own sec recy protec ted channel fo r talks between themselves . By this 
time. th e trad e unions had caught up on th e Management's lead when it carne to "facts 
about the case". and it became easier to keep members informed of th e trends in botl1 
technology and on the market and to produce a! ternatives themselves . 

Commuting and rel oca tion bct\\CCf! to\\m incrca,cd. but on the other hand th ere \\·as no 
longer th e same call fo r moves to Stockholm which until then had been the only alternatt\e. 
Now , several alternatives were available at closer range. Sometimes, it was also possible to 
work in one of the " local work centres" which had been established in the res idential areas. 
Here . people from the hospital rubbed shoulders with others from the university , from in· 
dustry and from many other places. Via the LOCA L COMPUTER , the nurse could qui ckly 
get direct contact with a discussion taking place abou t "telecommunication assisted medicine" 
at the unJversJty. And in a similar mann er. the teache r could find out that a colleague on 
the other s1de of the town had .JUSt fimshed a new com puter programme fur training in road 
traffic knowledge. The k1d s 111 Class 5 loved ru nnmg that programme. 

In due course. Jt had been found th at the Information accumulated in the LOCAL COM· 
l'l 1TI: R could be useful fur eve r) bod) even fo r those who were nut involved in th e rush 
of productJOJJ life. Advice and assistance were available on matters such as dieting. exe rcJS· 
ing. filing tax returns. etc. And another thmg was that everybody could benefit fr om partici· 
pat1ng 111 th e growing programme of cultural activities. Formerly. the local music society 
had hard!~ even been able to afford to advertise that they had succeeded in booking a 
well -kn own soloist. despite the fact th at he had bee n content with a modest fee. 

In th e end. rquon A had really become a REGION. an alternative which had something of 
ci t> robust ness about 11 when the winds of trade blew cold. but still had a certain local 
profil e 111 th e different "clly districts". whi ch far from being suburbs out in the wilds had 
a history of th eir own. 
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ThJi the re' hJd bee n qUi te a few problems durin g th e runnin g- in period cann ot be denied . 
d~sr• c the fac t that eve ry effort had bee n made to benefit from ex peri ence in oth er 
ouwn,·s Thn had. fo r ins tance. made a ge ntl e star t wi th th e informati on ce ntres, and 

u_cd perfc, h ordJnar) teleph ones and manu al rou tin es until a good impressi on had bee n 
pmrJ J uut \\ hJt people rea ll y we re as kin g for. Onl y afte r this had they gone in for a 
Plur,· o:->lusth:ated telecom munications tech nology , prima rily in order to ge t fas ter up
dJ t.n_ "nd more up-to-date informa tion on such th ings as local eve nts. time- tables and o th er 
bJSJc iJ:;·. In du e course. a very good balance had been ac hieved between what th e technol
o_ ,oui J gl\c and wha t ac tual ly requ ired human direc t contac t. It had also bee n fo und 
th J : ;, J lot of mforma tion was comm on to both households, busin esses and authorities . 
cnJb""g ,-, ,nom ~. technology and openn ess in th e exchange of in fo rm ation to walk hand 
Ill h" C 

T h1s h c.' <-' r. \\JS \\here cer tain probl ems were encountered. Business firms were no t par-
tic IJrl\ enthusJJSllc Jb out supplying ce rtai n data th at pl anning auth orities and trade uni ons 
\ OU d l'f} mu,h li ke to ha \e continuous access to. fo r instance the deve lopment on diffe r

l'nt prL _, , 1 mJr e ts. In th en arguments. th e firm s referred to what they called the "tough 
JJJtl'r JJilon.J ccHnpcll tion". The trade uni ons also wanted cer tain guarantees that "sensiti ve" 
ne_uil ~ i.on dJtJ rcalh diLl s ta} Within the closed circuit , and so on. For a while, it seemed 
JS li- hi> ,uniidcn.:c .rJsJs \\ as ab out to rui n the en tire projec t. Finally. however. the special
ns l<'r~ ~ blc to c·un 1nce all those conce rn ed th at the sec recy fun c ti ons reall y did work. 
Jnd J umrronmc JS ·ound \vhich regul ated what informati on could be regarded as 



"common". what could be released ''upon application" and -what should remain internal . 
And 111 addition. agreement was reached that e\cl) ad\antagc should be taken of the ability 
of th e LOCAL COMPUTER to erase data from ItS memu nes with great efficiency. 

Louk1ng at 1t 111 rctrospe<.:t, must people probabl y. despite C\C ry thing, agreed that the 
de\elopment 111 the reg1on had been rather fa\llurable. The prnwusl} separate towns had 
begun to co-operate 111 a manner beneficial to them all and had become less sensitive to 

changes 111 the business climate. and had also got a firm base fur new and qualified industry 

and sen1ce that promise d well for the future. 

Some people. of co urse, asserted that all this could ha\e been achieved in any case. without 
the ne" technology. There were indeed so man ) things that led to the development whi ch, 
afll'r all, '\o,as 111 the air". Others were of th e opin1on that the new technical faciliti es for 
cu-upcrauon be) und loc al boundaries had been a decJSIW push in the right direction. which 
\\ould ha\e bee n d1fficult to achieve in an y other way. berybudy, however , was agreed 
that the lll\CStmcnt was "worthwhile". Previously unuulited resources had been put to 

work. un em pl oyme nt figure s had become lower. etc. things considered to be far more 
-worth\\ bile both economically and socially than\\ hat the investment had cost.» 

The above examples arc obviously not by an y means dear!~ defined as regards tecluwlogy 
or shape . It should be noted that the tclecommunicatwns tc'chnulogy that can L'ntcr the 
picture can be chosen from: telephone lines. terminals. data bases. cumputer power. con

trol programm es and application programmes. 

Thus, several differen t tec hnical levels of ambiti on for tht' S) stems are conceivable. As the 
Working Group sees it, it is natural for a pilot stud~ to b.: started up on a lull' level. anti to 
be given the opportunity to expand after introdu ctor) e\peri.:-nce has been gained. It is 
conceivable that an introductory part of a pil o t stud~ can bL' concentrated primarily on an 
application-controlled conference system with pnntlng tL' rminals only. It can also be pos
sible to use CRT terminals (TV screens with k c'} boards) 111 a similar system, which also im
proves the facilities for education. Or else. push-buttun telephones could mainly be used. 
In all cases, however, he<Jvy investments art' needed to produce the m·cessary snftwarc in 

order to get started, <JS a basis for furth<'r de,t'lopmcnt. 

It would obviously be natural for such a S\Stem tube su constructed vi<J the telephone net
work that social institutions (e.g. med1cal. planning. lllformati,e) trade unions . companies 

with subs idiaries and so on can find natural connections . 

After an introductory anal) sis. it has bt'en fuund that on!) a ~ery limited investment asset 
for an initial work phase can enable a reg10nal pilut stud) to be initiated. Obviously. lww
ever. this depends on the chosen le\d of ambi ti on for the applications. The start-up wuuld 
mean activity on a lo\\ J.?,el. \\ 1th J possibilit) for expansion after intruductory n.pcrience 
has been gained. Affected in the first 1nstance is basic hmdware; computer power. terminals. 
etc. plus the basic software. Telecommunicat ion lines are lll be provided by the Swedish 
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Tdc-·ommunic~tions Administration at low cost. An important part of available personnel 
rc-sour · es ''ill be conce rn ed with development of application software in the proposed 

re_10n al ~ste m . 

It 1- e\ldcnt from the above that worthwhile deve lopment studies can be made here with a 
rela u ch modest input of resources , compared for instance with the situation for cabl e TV . 
Here. ho,, e, e r. the discussion of resources must be imprec ise. Priorities made by local 
~uthon ues on the basis of social motivation constitute a prerequisite in order to be ab le to 
de line- the rc ource side more prec isely , information which is not ye t available at the time 

o ' ri ting. 
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13 SHAPE AND FINANCING 

To sum up. th e Workin g Group has found reason to call att enti on to endeavours to pro
mote region al de1e lopmcnt with telecomm unication aid s through : 

measures to promote empl oyment 

educa ti ona l measures and measures to spread social in for mati on. and co-influ ence 
measures 

transport-limi ling measures 

The objec t of th is contact Report is . as alre ad~ menti oned. to find ou t the views of th ose 
conce rn ed of a de1elopment 1vhich takes into account these interests. These pri orities are 
obviousl:r. ho11e1er. not absolu te. Well- fo unded wishes for displ acemen ts of th em can 
stimulate an al ~t:rnatiie Jnd Interes ting deve lopment. 

The finan cin g of a pilot stud1 shoul d. in addit ion to local resources. be based on public 
funds. The Workin g Group has found no re ason fo r comme rcial engagement in this ac ti vity. 

Among possible interested bodies. men ti on may be made of the Expert Board for Regi onal 
Development (th e ERL ). the '\ ational S11 edish Board for Technic al Deve lopment (the ST U) 
the National Board for CII IC Information (t he \lS I). the Banks of Sweden Tercentenary 
Foundation . the Committee tor Future Orien ted RL·sean:h. the Swedi sh Counc il fo r Social 
Scien ce Research. the \ a tiona] S11 L'dish T elecommuni.:a ti ons Ad mi nis !ra ti on, the Social 
Research Delegation. the T ransport Research Del ega tlon . the Swedish Council for Bu ilding 
Research , the Swedish \\'orJ.. Ell\ Ironment Fund . and o thers. It has been natural for th e 
Working Group to ass ume that inpurs of resources on rh e parr of local authoriries will 
p rimarily be in the fo rm of manpo~ter for building up an d ca rrying on the pi lo t study. 

For a pilot study of th e kind proposed. the pro_ICct manage ment should include in large 
measure persons with kn o11 ledge of local affairs. For disc ussions these can be comple ted by 
experts from a ran ge of different scientific and applica ti on fi elds. to the extent such needs 
can be concreti;ed. It can be noted that result c1alu atio n - paying par ti cul ar attenti on to 
social scientific interes ts - IS regarded as a fundame nta l pa rt of the work . 

The Group would 11 elcome \ICIIS on· 

interest in this field 

all otment of pri o ri ti es t 0 needs 

possibility of participating organiLatlonall y in a pi lot stud y 

resources that can be contnbutcd 

deve lopment 11 ishcs 

The Working Group looks fon1ard to fu rther discussions as a basis for direct projec t pro
posals to be presen ted short!}. 
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PREFACE 

This i s a second report from the project Telecommuni 
cat i ons and Regional Development in Sweden , project 
TERESE . It discusses the project activities that can 
be observed since the beginning of 1976 . It follows 
the first project report, the Contact Report of 
January 1976, where the project is defined , and the 
primary plans for action are outlined. 

This report discusses the project activities up to 
April 1977, and gives indications about further deve
lopment plans . 

It has been found natural to give the project back
ground in a manner resembling the text in the primary 
report . Therefore, initially , there can be found some 
text overlapping between the two reports. 

Responsible for this second phase of the project 
activities are primarily Bertil Thorngren and Tomas 
Ohlin. 

The drawings to this report were made by Stina Eidem . 
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SUMMARY 

An analysis has been conducted of the possibilities of 
promoting desirable regional development through the 
consistent use of telecommunication aids. 

The analysis has been concentrated around the regional 
needs. Consequently, only limited studies of technical 
detail have been conducted , the reason being that 
technology in itself should not be allowed to control 
regional development. 

Regional development is considered here to be dependent 
on numerous components : employment, living conditions , 
transport, education, health service, other social 
services, social solidarity, culture and leisure acti 
vities , external environment, etc . After having 
analyzed how these can be promoted by telecommunica
tion aids, certain application priorities have been 
discussed . The telecommunication aids available today 
are highly flexible and efficient . From the sheerly 
technological angle then , technology does not restrict 
development . It has therefore primarily merely been 
intimated which forms of telecommunication aids can 
enter the picture. This has been done intentionally 
without going into specific details . In this context 
it has been considered technically satisfactory to 
stress two-way communication on the narrow band net
work , where computer aids are of special interest . 
This accentuation has taken the cost aspects of the 
development very much into account. 

The primary project report has invited local authori 
ties to submit their views on possible priorities for 
regional needs . The invitation also embraced interest 
in possibly participating in further development , the 
existing resource situation, etc . 

The primary project report thus has been circulated 
for consideration by a number of local bodies concerned . 
As a result , several indications of interest was 
registered . Thereafter, a region of primary regional 
importance in the very northern part of Sweden was 
selected as area of continued concern for the project . 
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It was c o nducted a comprehensive local seminar for 
further priority discussions in December 1976 in the 
selected area , around the town of Lulea. The seminar 
t oo k the time of a who le week, and shed further light 
on tech nical telecommunications possibilities with the 
help of c ertain app lication demonstrations, a number 
of which had been developed for the occasion . 

The seminar showed several continuation possibilities . 
These have been fur the r discussed, and a number of 
application projec ts are at the present moment (April 
19 77) taking form . These socially oriented pilot 
studies are considered to open up possibilities for 
g reatly expanded telecommunication assessment opportu
nities . 
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BACKGROUND 

During 1975, a Working Group comprising the official 
representatives named below has analyzed questions 
relating to regional development with the aid of 
telecommunications. The work was initiated in consul
tation with the National Swedish Board for Technical 
Development (the STU) and the Expert Board for Regional 
Developmen~ Ministry of Labou4 (the ERU). 

The resources for the primary part of the work consisted 
of three parts . The Working Group has had numerous 

meetings, to attend which the members have sacrificed 
both working hours and their own spare time. Studies 
of reports , literature, etc ., and preparation of the 
Group's own project material, have demanded time 
resources. In addition, grants from the STU has made 
possible a great number of international contacts. 

The Working Group has chosen to formulate its primary 
Report with the aim of establishing contact with 
possible interested parties, particularly on the local 
government side. It is the opinion of the Group that 
the regional needs should control the technical 
development and not the other way round. 

The Working Group has had the following members for 
the primary parts of its work: Katrin Hallman (the 
Secretariat for Future Studies) , Laila Noord and Jan 
Ahman (the Swedish Association of Local Authorities), 
Tomas Ohlin (the National Swedish Board for Technical 
Development), Bertil Thorngren (University of Umea) 
and Ingemar Wahlstrom (the Swedish Telecommunications 
Administration) . Tomas Ohlin has served as Coordinator 
for the primary part of the study . 
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STARTING POINT 

Development in the field of telecommunications is 
currently proceeding at a very rapid pace. Numerous 
new possibilities are being revealed . PuY'ely technically , 
it will be possible to prepare, store and almost 
immediately transmit documents, drawings , moving 
pictures and other descriptive data between separate 
places with ever-increasing speed. Time and money can 
be saved. But how is the p lanning to be done? And how 
are distortive and non-desirable effects to be avoided? 

A vital part of the concept of telecommunications 
concerns physical transports. This gives us reason to 
observe retrospectively, together with T . Hagerstrand 
(1973) that 

"a different kind of transport philosophy 
could have led from the beginning to the 
introduction of a technique that did not 
segregate and which presumably could have 
given higher total efficiency than the one 
we have now, particularly in urban districts . 
Mobility , for instance , is a good means of 
combating unemployment . There would have been 
no need for us to get into the present- day 
situat ion if the transport system had been 
regarded right from the beginning as a system , 
and not merely as the sum of the choices of 
individual households through private 
purchases ". 

Obviously, the new telecommunications techniques can 
be regarded as something more than merely a way of 
mechanizing and cheapening communication. Its conse
quences, for good and bad , spread throughout the entire 
organization of our society . 

Traditionally , investments in a new technique have been 
decided on the basis of the economic prerequisites of 
that technique, often in a fairly short and limited 
perspective. Expansion has taken place piece by piece 
at the rate in which there has been interest in paying 
for utilization. One problem in this context is tha t 
the physical frame investments , for instance in rai l-
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ways or cables for telecommunication traffic, are 
considerably more long-lived than the market conditions 
which governed their emergence. Frequently , thos e 
concerned simply cannot afford to choose a gain. The 
technical solutions have been successively supe rimpos e d, 
thus amplifying each other and have finall y restricted 
the space available for development. This leads to 
troublesome consequences , not only f o r joint planning, 
but also for individual households and companies. 

Telecommunications belong together only with one of 
these locked structures, but there are examples which 
show that this type of communication can constitute a 
''critical factor " in certain situations. In a country 
such as Sweden it can be difficult to trace the posi
tive effects of the ordinary telephone - viewed inter
nationally we are in the rather unique situation of 
having a telephone availabl e to practically everybody. 
We only have to go , however, to other countries in 
Western Europe to find examples in which whole urban 
districts or rural areas are practically excluded from 
the possibility of participating in this form of tele
communications , for technical or economic reasons. 
Another example , from the USA , is the often disregarded 
key role played by the telephone - along with the car -
in the creation of new suburbs, occasionally with slums 
in the city centre as a result . The telephone and the 
car have affected each other in these respects. 

Hitherto , the use of telecommunications has amplified 
the tendencies towards centralization rather than 
contributed to regional spreading of employment, 
education, functions for distribution of information, 
etc. One reason is that primary telecommunication aids 
(telephones etc) have been found by experience to be 
used in the first instance as a support and further 
developmen t of already existing contact and communica
tion patterns - in other words , established tracks are 
cut all the deeper. 

It is this effect of the telecommunication aids -
strengthening of contact and communication methods of 
other kinds - that makes it interesting to put the 
question: 
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Can we reverse the pattern, and get telecommunication 
aids to promote instead a desirable regional develop
ment, an improved regional balance? 



The Expert Board for Regional Development (the ERU) 
asked this question in its Report entitled "Communi
ties in Regional Co-operation (SOU 1974:1)". The 
National Swedish Board for Technical Development (the 
STU) is paying increased attention to this problem. 
"Telecommunications and Regional Development" is also 
a subject of considerable international interest. 

An intentional caution in the efforts towards techni
cal development should not be regarded as an expression 
of "animosity towards technology". New technology can 
scarcely be regarded as automatically equivalent to 
"profits " for regional development - even if it were 
"profitable '' from a more narrow economic perspective. 
It is equally important to make allowance for the 
possibility of the re verse , i.e. that currently 
"unprofitable " technology can be socially important. 
The final result of a critical technology assessment 
can very well be t o expedite the introduction of certain 
parts of a new technology , technology which 
otherwise would ha v e been delayed or eliminated by 
market consideratio ns of a more short-term nature. 
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WORKING FORM 

Early in 1975, a working group was formed in consulta
tion with the STU and the ERU in order to study the 
prerequisites for practical trials with telecommunica
tions in regional development work. The Working Group 
was composed of representatives from the STU, the ERU, 
the Swedish Telecommunications Administration , the 
Swedish Association of Local Authorities, and the 
Secretariat for Future Studies. 

Experience, much of it from other countries, shows that 
technology in itself is not the major problem , although 
such things as new cable systems are an expensive solu
tion for areas with a less dense population structure. 
Already made investments in the existing telephone 
network can also be developed advantageously. The 
primary problem, however, is to obtain information as 
to which needs can be satisfied at reasonable cost with 
the aid of telecommunications, and how the priorities 
should be set between different possible services. 

A primary task for the Working Group has been to 
establish contact with interested local authorities, 
county authorities, county councils and other affected 
bodies, in order to obtain their views on the priority 
between these needs. This discussion comprises view
points on possible connections between telecommunica
tions and regional development and on which types of 
services that possibly can be tested practically. 

The Working Group has considered it essential in this 
context that improved telecommunications must not be 
an isolated step, but rather a support for other mea
sures relating to regional politics , when it comes to 
changing the labour market as well as to increasing 
the facilities for social service, cultural activities, 
etc . 

Questions to be asked include the following: How much 
information do we need in a modern society and how much 
are we capable of receiving? Can efficient telecommuni
cations help to make it possible for people with 
interesting jobs, who are now often forced to earn 
their livings in the big cities, to work in a region 
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where they may rather prefer to live? Can telecommunica
tions contribute towards improved working democracy? Can 
the collection and distribution of governmental social 
information be made more efficient? Can (and should) 
telecommunications increase the possibilities for con
tacts between politicians - experts and politic i ans -
electors? What control instruments may be needed in 
order to take advantage of telecommunications as an 
instrument in regional politics? 

These are examples of questions that can be raised. A 
goal is to improve and expand existing contact networ ks and 
to establish to some e xtent new contact networks, and 
not to replace currently existing direct contacts between 
people by contacts with the aid of more or less ad
vanced technologies. 
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REGIONAL COMPONENTS 

The developmenL in a region depends on access to good 
production and living conditions. These, in turn, 
depend on the strength of numerous pY'imaY'y welfaY'e compo
nents : 

- employment 

- living 

- transport 

- education 

- health service 

- other social services 

- social communion 

- culture and leisure activity 

- external environment 

- etc. 

It is only natural for priorities to be made between 
these components. Thus, for example, employment and 
living conditions can probably be regarded in many 
contexts as being of a more primary nature than social 
service and culture. What will be given precedence will 
naturally vary from case to case and from time to time 
(consider, for instance, the switch of priorities from 
house-building to the building of day nurseries during 
the 1960s and 1970s). For each individual welfare 
component, consideration can be given to both fundamen
tal access and to irrrpY'ovemen t above the f undamental level. 

Regional development is dependent upon the accumula
tive effect of measures for these components. 

For each of the above mentioned components it has been 
discussed the possible effects that would, or could, 
follow the consistent use of telecommunication aids. 
Preliminary conclusions are drawn from these activi
ties . 
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RESTRICTIONS 

It is desirable to be able to extract those activities 
which have the most obvious regional effect . This should 
be done with a view to actual technical and economic 
limitations . In particular, the restricted resource 
availability favours the use of telecommunications 
technology requiring a minimum of resources . 

Before one can decide how a regional trial activity 
should be carried out , there are two questions which 
must be answered, viz .: 

1. What services and activi ties should be given 
priority on the basis of regional development 
effect? 

2. What technical or economic restrictions are 
imposed? 

It has here primarily been discussed different propo
sals. The main discussion , however, has followed the 
user seminar (mentioned later) that took place in 
December 1976. 

With regard to Question 2, after certain technical 
deliberations the project has reached the conclusion 
that broad band ~elecommunications should not be considered in 
the first place . Even when used to a limited extent, 
such communication - still mostly cable-tied - is 
extremely expensive , far too expensive to allow reason
able studies in this context to take place within the 
time available. 

It has also been chosen to stress that two-way communica
t i on should be considered when it is at all possible. 
It is also assumed that the information system should 
include memory functions to store the quantities of 
facts which may be needed and to enab le the informa
tion to be buffered, i.e. to be reached at different 
points of time . 

These technical assumptions are directly justifiable 
in terms of need in respect to applications only to a 
limited extent. Instead, they comprise restrictions 
which should be considered in the light of generally 
available experience and resources. 
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From a purely technical viewpoint, it should be noted 
that the telecommunications technology that can enter 
the picture can be chosen from telefaximile and tele
phone type equipment , telephone lines , terminals , data 
bases , computer power, control programmes and applica
tion programmes . 

Thus , several different technical levels of ambition 
for the systems are conceivable. It is natural for a 
pilot study to be started up on a low level, and to 
be given the opportunity to expand after introductory 
experience has been gained . It is conceivable that an 
introductory part of a pilot study can be concentrated 
primarily on an application- controlled tele- conference 
system with printing terminals only. It can also be 
possible to use CRT terminals (TV screens with key
boards) in a similar system. Or else , push-button 
telephones could mainly be used . In all cases, however, 
investments are needed to produce the necessary compu
ter software in order to get started, as a basis for 
further development . 

It would obviously be natural for such a system to be 
so constructed via the telephone net-work that social 
institutions (e . g . medical , planning, informative), 
trade unions , companies with subsidiaries and so on 
can find natural connections . 

The motives for the activities proposed below are 
mainly regionally social . It is a question of making 
regional investments , which only in a later stage of 
development can give a return. This will then normally 
be in entirely different currencies. 
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LOCAL CONTACTS 

The main part of the discussions mentioned above were 
documented in the first pro ject report, the Contact 
Report of January 1 976 . This was done in order to make 
possible local responses for further priority 
discussions. 

In a joint action with the c e ntral regional authorities 
in Sweden it was selected a number of regions that 
could be possible geographical areas for further 
concern. This list concentrated on regions that already 
were considered as important from regional policy 
viewpoints. 

The Contact Report was sent for consideration to 
representative authorities for these selected regions, 
and they were given two months time to respond. This 
fairl y short time period was chosen since it was clear 
to the project admini stration that mainly indicative 
operational responses we re to be expected in this 
project phase . Because of limited factual resources, 
it was thought that the regions would probably reply in 
the form of inter est indications , and not in very exact 
and measurable terms . 

This assumption proved to be correct, with a few 
positively importan t exceptions. Concluding from the 
repli es the following pattern emerged: 

Region 

Fyrkanten 
(Lulea, Pitea , Boden, 
Alvsby n) 
umea 
Sundsvall 
ostersund 
Harjedalen 
Uppsala 
Norrtalje 
Norrkoping 
Linkoping 
Karlstad 

Interest in further activities 
Low Medium High 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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This no doubt indicates a high interest pattern 
concerning the possibility of taking part in further 
project activities . Several additional comments were 
given in the replies , some of which in surprising 
details. The overall response impression was clearly 
positive, especially when considering the fairly 
technical nature of the matter . 

After thorough consideration , out of this list it was 
selected the region of Fyrkanten, in the north of 
Sweden , comprising the four geographically close cities 
of Lulea , Pitea , Boden and Alvsbyn (number of 
inhabitants ranging from 10 000 to 65 000 each). It 
was made clear that only one region would be a contact 
partner for the further activities, a case motivated 
by resource limitations . 
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METHOD FOR FURTHER PRIORITIES 

A considerable amount of penetration was given to the 
method to be used in orde r to define further project 
conc entration. 

It was evident tha t more or less theoretical discussions 
on the basis of only written documentation about 
possible project deve l opment directions, would be 
insuffic i ent. There would be too limited local 
r esponses. 

On the o ther hand, fairly complete practical system 
t es ts in full scale environments would surely be very 
resource consuming, and at the same time make possible 
an only limited applications flexibility. 

A c ompromise was chosen on the way towards full scale 
assessments . It was arranged a solid priority 
discussion period in the s elec ted region, a priority 
seminar in the beginning of December 1976, in the town 
of Lulea in the very north of Sweden. The seminar was 
given the time of one week . 

The seminar contained a number of discussion possibili
ties, with broad local representation in various fields 
of application interest . 

Normally a seminar sess ion would last for half a day, 
followed by practical aquaintance with certain appli
cation systems. In some cases an "interactive" form 
between the&e two seminar parts was chosen. 

The seminar sessions comprised discussion of local 
communica tion needs in the following fields: 

- collective traffic 
- consumer i nfo rmation distribution 
- planning by local authorities 
- local citizen information 
- planning of physical living conditions 
- efficent use of consultants 
- factual business contacts between firms 

and markets 
- computer aided and distributed education 
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- co- operative decis i on-making 
- planning of local employment 
- health systems communication 
- communication for and between handicapped 

At the end of the seminar week , space was include d for 
a public presentation of the project work. Here outside 
interests were given the chance for discussion , mass 
media were invited etc . 
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TECHNOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES 

The partly practical approach was considered important. 
For several months before the seminar, it was carried 
through development work with certain telecommunica
tions applications that were looked on as indicative 
of what the available technology can make possible. 

The technological availability is stressed. On the 
hardware as well as on the software side , the tele
communications possibilities that are available to -
day make great social development possible . The project 
TERESE considers itself as primarily application 
oriented, and leaves possibly affected technological 
research to be carried out by other bodies of interest. 
Naturally , the actual definition of local communication 
needs may define needs for i.e. new hardware products . 
This , however, is considered to be exception rather 
than rule . The main question concerns what social 
progress that can be made possible with existing 
technology. This dates from the opinion that so much 
communication is available to- day, and so little is 
used . 

As was noted above, certain typical applications were 
developed, using the latest software methods . This 
includes highly interactive computer software, as well 
as relationally oriented data base methods . The project 
is fortunate enough to be able to use the latest soft
ware and hardware knowledge, as a consequence of its 
research organization affiliation . 

As a complement, the Swedish PTT was kind enough to 
make available for the seminar several types of tele
communication equipment. As a consequence, the seminar 
participator had the chance to practically use and 
experience systems from the following list: 

- teleconferencing 
- computer aided education systems 
- social question/answering computer 

application systems: 
health information and planning 
psychiatric care 
consumer information 
planning of employment 
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PROJECTS 

During the early months after the Lulea discussions , 
it was investigated the more precise nature of the 
suggested projects. Some of these then turned out to 
lack sufficient stability , some were considered to be 
too heavily resource consuming etc. Some new project 
ideas along the same lines of interest also turned up . 
People got in touch with the project , local people 
who for different reasons missed the original 
discussion occasion and they brought new thoughts . 

A number of projects have been decided to be con
centrated on for the near future. The main part of 
these are commented below. It should, however, be 
noted that these projects are looked on as only one 
of many possible steps forward. The true and more 
longtime concentration may well be on some communica
tion application outside this list, although we 
definetly do not neccessarily need to predict such a 
development . 

The projects listed below are being organized at the 
very moment this text is written. Therefore, their 
form and quantitative structure is not given below. 
However, it is clear that there exists quantitative 
minimum levels over which one simply must reach for 
project meaningfullness. One such level concerns the 
need for sufficient project quantity of hardware, i.e . 
terminals and processing equipment. Another of these 
levels is dealing with availability of experienced 
evaluation personell. Naturally, there are several 
others . 

The projects are the following: 
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Promotion of local small-scale business --------------------------------- ------

The project deals with increesed interaction within 
small firm conglomerats, aiming at giving small scale 
business firms in perhaps periferal locations some of 
the advantages of resource- sharing (external economies) 
normally confined only to larger, and more dense, urban 
centres. Examples are joint sharing of resources for 
qualified consultancy, new product testing equipment, 
documentation files, files of potential customers and 
suppliers within the own region etc. 

Also concerned is sharing of experience by direct 
interaction between the firms and by interaction with 
university researchers . 

Cruical parts of the potential network exist already 
as a result of earlier industrial policies in Sweden. 
Thus , industrial centres are built up, sponsored by 
government , to provide joint expertise, testing 
equipment etc. Also, there has been a natural growth 
of interaction between universities and small firms as 
well as growth of private service-bureaux supplying 
small firms with traditional as well as more refined 
services . 

The project is geared to upgrade the interaction 
possibilities, making regional effects more precise. 
Specifically, the project concerns a number of pilot 
firms , who will be connected to fairly sophisticated 
distributed computer services for qualitative analysis 
of on- going operations. The experiment will study the 
effects of added capacity for exchange of qualitative 
interaction, over and above what is available to other 
and comparable firms. 
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Telecommunicat~on over a . z rge distances 
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This project will tie together planning resources for 
the very northern regions of Sweden, Norway and Finland 
(the so called Nordkalotten districts). By way of using 
efficient telecommun ications means, it is expected to 
be able to note increased efficiency in connection with 
joint use of resources of different kinds. 

A natural start will be to connect responsible planning 
officers with each other and also - as a side effect -
with a more central planning node. Traditionally, these 
officers have noted considerable formal difficulties in 
reaching joint p lanning decisions efficiently. People 
have been difficult to reach on telephone, travelling 
to joint meetings have consumed much time and energy, 
considering the very large physical distances in the 
area (several thousands of kilometers), the low density 
transportation possibilit ies etc. 

The project is expected to be built out with quantita
tive as well as qual itative services after the initial 
period. These services may concern one or many of the 
following: culture, tourism, schooling, activities for 
elderly people etc . 
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Health service planning ~or the elderly 
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Health care 

Here, considerable experience already exists, con
cerning different levels of computerized information 
services. I n t he p resent project , it is stressed 
certain informat i on distribution aspects in rural 
environments. 

Two different approaches are taken. Firstly, the 
local planning of "mobile nurses", so called "home 
first-aide rs" is to be made efficient with the use of 
terminal access to advanced computing resources. The 
problem of matching (too high) demand and (too low) 
supply with highly time-dependent and numerous 
parameters is a difficult combinatory and optimizing 
activity. Here advanced computer data base methods are 
to be us ed . These methods make use of fresh research 
results, which have proven to be of great importance. 
Hereby , it is calculated to be able to make the 
regional first - aid system highly efficient. 

Secondly , it is planned resource-pooling of specialist 
knowledge between different regional hospitals. The 
distant hospitals often lack specialist knowledge in 
sometimes important fields. It has happened that 
desired knowledge on difficult time-critical medical 
problems has not been available at the right moment, 
but rather only a day or so later. Highly efficient 
telecommunications nodes, to be used to reach a limited 
number of specialists, will give far-away hospitals the 
feeling of being close to knowledge centres in many 
fields. 

Also, it is discus s ed whether portable teleconference 
terminals can be of help to psychiatric first-aiders, 
in their work far out in the field. These terminals 
only need an o r dinary telephone for access t~ in this 
case, qualified psychiatric experience. 
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DistPibuted education 
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Distributed education ---------------------
Different levels of ambi t ion have been discussed con
cerning distributed education with the help of tele
communications . It is thought that complex systems of 
the type usually called computer- aided- instruction (CAI), 
at the moment define a too heavy systems investment. 
(This is although interesting CAI research results at 
the moment are being practically tested in Sweden.) 

Rather, telecommunications aids of simpler, but still 
interactive , nature will be used. In this way, educa
tion (i.e . about the English language) will be distri
buted to an interested population over large 
geographica l distances. 

It is planned to compare individual access with group
wise contact with the pedagogical material . Results 
from such a comparison no doubt will be of expandable 
interest . 

An adapted university course is being developed at the 
moment for the occation . 
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Communication aids for the handicapped 
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A project has been defined with the aim of increasing 
the communication possibilities for groups with 
impaired hearing (the deafs) . With the help of computer 
supported typewriter terminals it is expected that 
valuable and new communication patterns will be made 
possible . 

Two subgroups are to be active in the project , one 
group of persons responsible for planning and organiza
tion , and one group of ordinary members of the deaf 
community. Also the members of the first group belong 
to this community. 

It is supposed that the telecommunication aids here 
will enrich the contacts inside and outside the two 
groups considerably. Especially interesting will 
probably be the possibility for one or many persons 
from "outside'' to join the groups temporarily, at 
adequate intervals , supplying active information from 
the outside, news, cultural events, possibilities for 
expanded contacts etc . Thus , dynamic windows to the 
outside are created. 
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A special study is being undertaken with the aim to 
throw light on the area of possible energy reduction 
through the use of telecommunications as a substitute 
for travel. Especially it is studied the interplay 
between actual travel parameters, and the possibility 
to replace certain physical person travels with 
qualified use of telecommunications. Also , indirect 
regional effects are studied. 

One type of discussion that has been had here concerns 
the so called "paperless office '' and the possibility 
to be able to execute working functions at home . It is 
a fact, however, that only limited knowledge still has 
been documented in this field. 

It has thus become evident that so far very little, 
if any, empirical and quantitative evidence exists in 
this interesting field, a momentum for the future . The 
difficulties in defining the problems , however, should 
not be underestimated. 

The Swedish study in this field is at the moment 
primarily a qualified litterature penetration , out of 
which it will be suggested possible routes for expan
sion . Thus, the level of ambition here has not been 
defined at the time this text is written. 
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RELEVANT TECHNOLOGY 

As has been stated earlier in this report , the project 
TERESE concentrates on two-way narrowband systems . It 
is considered important to be able to get pilot studies 
going as soon as possibl~ something which is supported 
by this choice of technology . The hypothesis is that 
much communication can use text and still picture 
transmission, and that rapidly moving pictures - calling 
for broadband technology - is needed in special cases 
only . The practical studies will show if this is true. 

For the number of pilot projects that have been defined, 
the following technical application means will be used: 

- computer teleconferencing 
- dedicated computer application programs 
- local computer power 
- telephone services 
- (possibly) telefaximile 

A concentration lies here on computer teleconferencing , 
a communication medium of considerable importance in 
many application areas. A new teleconferencing system 
has been developed for the occasion, as well as several 
other application programs. These are to be run in a 
local computer center in the town of Umea, in the north 
of Sweden. 
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CONCLUSION 

The analysis of te l ecommunications as a means to 
promote reg i ona l deve l opment i n Sweden can be said to 
have the following basic characteristics : 

l . The promotion of regional development is held as 
the dominant factor , to which technical solutions 
are to be identified and implemented . 

2. Information access and availability are given 
high priority , which leads to concentration on 
two-way narrowband technology . 

3 . An incremental project nature is stressed , where 
early start in limited projects quantities is 
given priority . This flexible approach stresses 
user influence and local initiatives . 

4 . An initially somewhat scattered pilot project 
family is planned to be concentrated in a further 
phase , where emphasis is to be put on two to three 
especially important project areas. 

5. As the work continues, concentration makes it 
possible to apply more and more rigorous methods 
for social assessment of the development. All 
kinds of measurable side- effects will be taken 
care of . 

6 . The projects are in the initial phases totally 
governmentally funded. Later on , it will be 
investigated if joint private/public funding 
possibilities may exist , while ensuring the 
important social communication characteristics of 
the whole activity . 
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